
Life is barter, let’s make an exchange.
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I am in need. 
Are you in need?



6.4 195 Ital/Slov. 
Masc. Hairy. 
Well-Built. 

Big Hands. Big Feet. 
Packaged Nicely 
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Artist seeks artist for... 



...creative fun!!
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I have always felt everything comes out better 
when more than one creative minds work          
together!! I’m an amateur artist, I paint murals, 
draw cartoons, make sculptures, build models, 
into filmmaking, Anything & everything.. But only 
when I’m not working!! I’m 26, responsible &     
polite male, let me know if your interested!!
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ineffable Artist w4m



would love to meet someone
so we can paint together
and take some art classes
at school. 

You should be interesting, 
and it must be a pleasure 
to get to know you on a 
deeper level. 
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i am woking on a complex and intricate mural, 

contact me if you want to join. 
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Wanna Draw Me?



How would you like it if you had a good-looking, 

29-year-old male be your nude model for figure drawing?

I’ve always wanted to do it, but don’t want to do it for a full class of people.  
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You don’t have to be a professional artist. I just 
want to do it to satisfy my exhibitionist fantasy. 

Are you game?
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Looking to meet mew people



Hey now, 

I’m a 27 year old single male artist looking to meet mew people. 

I recently moved here a couple of weeks ago 

and am looking to explore with a local native. 

If the mood is right, maybe more. 
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You: Curvy in all the right places. 

(all races welcome)

Me: Handsome, mature male 49 years old. 

Serious replies only.
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Are you curious, 
Yellow?



I’m a good looking 30 year old guy, 6’, 160lbs, french extraction, cute,

youngish, sort of a johnny depp kind of look, an artist with good style

and polite funny personality. I’m sharp, smart, funny, clean (as in hygienic) 

and sane. Really. 
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I’m also in a serious relationship, with a live-in girl-
friend, but am completely reconciled about what 
I want here. You should not have an issue with it. 
I have what could be fairly described as a broad 
and voracious sexual appetite. 

I keep a few different lovers whom see regularly. 
I’d love to find a young woman who shares my 
tastes and proclivities. Someone with a perverse 
imagination and an insatiable curiosity, but still 
grounded and sane. I’m not exactly sure what 
your role in this would be, but anything that you 
find comfortable and thrilling can be accommo-
dated. You tell me. 

Be smart. Be discreet. Be sexy, literate, younger, 
sane and clean. 

Be able to surprise me. 
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I have dreams of my own
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Hi guys! I am sincere, honest, caring, affectionate, 
fun, silly, sexy and confident. 

I am an accomplished glass artist. I would like to 
meet someone who is willing to put in the time to 
becoming friends before lovers. Someone who is 
slow to anger, gentle and caring. 
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Tall & handsome 
coming soon
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I am an artist- cum painter
coming to san francisco,
I am tall 6’6”, 
down to earth, 
passionate, 
& creative 
even charming 
they say .. lol 
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red wine over white 

laid back... 

love music, love to dance 
weakness for sexy, artsy, stylish
and affectionate women 



Artist seeking intelligent life
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I am looking for an intelligent woman
who is honest and laid back,
but has many interests. 
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I am an artist looking for friendship I have no time 
to waste with sex, sexually explicit pix or text. 

Please, i am not interested. 



Artistic Man 39
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Hi I like to push the artistic boundaries with all of my work. 
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Except this. With this, I just want to get laid. 

Artistic man, 39. Would like to get laid. 
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